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IMPORTANT DISCLAIMER
This white paper shall not and cannot be considered as an invitation to enter into
an investment. It does not constitute or relate in any way nor should it be
considered as an offering of securities in any jurisdiction.
This white paper does not include or contain any information or indication that
might be considered as a recommendation or that might be used as a basis for
any investment decision. TEO tokens are just utility tokens which can be used only
on the TEO platform and are not intended to be used as an investment.
The offering of TEO tokens is to allow the use of the TEO platform and not for
speculative purposes. The offering TEO tokens does not change the legal
qualification of the tokens, which remain a simple means for the use of the TEO
platform and are not a security.
TEO foundation is not to be considered as an advisor in any legal, tax or financial
matters. Any information in the white paper is provided for general information
purposes only and TEO foundation does not provide any warranty as to the
accuracy and completeness of this information.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing business and operations associated
with cryptocurrencies in the world. In that respect, regulatory measures,
investigations or actions may impact TEO business and even limit or prevent it
from developing its operations in the future.
Any person undertaking to acquire TEO tokens must be aware of the fact that the
TEO business model, the white paper or terms and conditions may be changed or
needed to be modified because of new regulatory and compliance requirements
from any applicable laws in any jurisdictions. In such a case, purchasers and anyone
undertaking to acquire TEO tokens acknowledges and understand that neither
TEO foundation nor any of its affiliates shall be held liable for any direct or indirect
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TEO foundation will do its utmost to launch its operations and develop the TEO
platform. Anyone undertaking to acquire TEO tokens acknowledges and
understands that TEO tokens do not provide any guarantee that it will manage to
achieve it. They acknowledge and understand therefore that TEO foundation
(including its bodies and its employees) assume no liability or responsibility for any
loss or damage that would results from or relate to the incapacity to use TEO
tokens, except in the case of intentional misconduct or gross negligence.
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ABSTRACT
TEO Platform (TEO) is built for the 35 million Teochew people worldwide to
digitize the current traditional community which heavily relies on the network (or
“guanxi”) referral in doing business, providing the young generation who grew up
in the age of social media an intelligent way to expand their business connections
while doing business in one single platform.
TEO provides the most complete and efficient business networking experience for
TEO members. With a “global network and local solution” mechanism, TEO
enables entrepreneurs and small organizations to rapidly match partners in order
to scale up and undertake flexible businesses locally. Powered by AI technology,
TEO’s matching algorithm automatically suggests relevant connections to
businesses based on both their needs and the business fit. Furthermore,
leveraging Blockchain technology, the platform provides a trusted, secure and
efficient way to conduct cross-border business for the players around the world.
TEO will introduce TEO token to ensure the members to communicate, transfer
information, and achieve cross-border trade in a secure and safe place. The
platform is instrumented with a unique token reward mechanism along with onestop services such as e-wallet, chat room, market place, expert matching, etc. to
activate the participations from different players including experts, influencers,
associations and companies in the ecosystem. For example, experts establishing
their expertise can earn a certain amount of tokens, the influencers are able to
obtain tokens by granting endorsements to qualified experts; while association
players can get tokens by offering mediation service, etc.
The unique business networking experience and token economy will benefit all the
players in the TEO platform, changing the way the Teochew community doing
business nowadays and unlocking tremendous opportunities for the Teochew
market with a population of 35 million.
TEO is founded by the Teochew foundation, with advisors from International
Teochew Youth Federation (ITYF) and Teochew International Federation (TIF), etc.
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1

INTRODUCTION
The Teochews community takes up 20 percent of the Chinese population, making
them the second largest dialect group following the Hokkiens in China. There are
more than 30 million Teochews around the world, of which more than half 60
percent are living outside China. Large population together with a strong sense of
community and cultural identity has made the Teochews’ stand out from others.
To bond the community members worldwide closely, the Chiu Chow Chamber of
Commerce and associations like International Teochew Youth Federation (ITYF)
and Teochew International Federation (TIF) are currently playing a significant role.
The members connect with their fellows, build relations, and do business through
the chamber’s and association’s channels such as face-to-face networking, referral
programs and business tour.
Though these techniques have been proven to still be an effective way of business
and relations building, many companies now focus more on social media platform
for business growth and connections due to its low cost, high efficiency, and
global impact.
Facebook and Wechat connects friends and acquaintance. Linkedin connects
professionals. Alibaba and Tao Bao connect businesses. These social network
platforms enable professionals, entrepreneurs and small organizations to rapidly
seek for partners, resource, and undertake flexible business regardless the
geographic limitation.
While those networking platforms provide a marketplace for information exchange
and create a large user base for business opportunities, it is open to various kinds
of risks including fake profile, fraudulent data, privacy issue, and unsecure
information due to the lack of regulation.
Tapping into the power of the Chamber and associations, and the rising of social
media and the digitization environment, Teochew leaderships have come up an
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idea: to build a single and trusted platform for experts matching and business
solution with the melding of DLT (a.k.a. blockchain) and Al technology that can
mitigate the fraud risk, starting first with Teochew community and follow up with
international expansion, here comes TEO.
Vision
Leveraging on DLT, AI technology and the wisdom of mankind, TEO creates a
better, more efficient and trusted environment based on verifiable and immutable
data from authoritative sources in the Teochews community.
Mission
The mission of TEO is to connect world-wide business networks and help Teochew
members to develop more business through a single and secure platform that
driven by AI & DLT and the power of smart individuals.
● Integration: Connect world-wide business networks for the 75 million Teochew
members
● Matchmaking: Match experts to seekers in the fastest and most cost-effective
way
● Trust: Establish trust on one single platform back by DLT and AI technology
and authoritative associations and industry influencers
● Business Growth: Provide cross-border business activities between members
throughout global network and local solution
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Market landscape
Every business need connection to flourish. Whether we are talking about
connections to customers, investors or strategic allies or suppliers, every business
needs them to exist. However, finding those connections can be hard work, and
the old-fashion word-of-mouth and referrals are no longer enough in the modern
world.
It is now easier than ever to tap into the power of your professional network via
social media. The same level of effort it once took to make a handful of good
connections can now result in hundreds of connections. When used properly,
professional networking via social media can unlock many doors and create
valuable opportunities for professional development and unparalleled business
growth.
Online business solution and professionals’ platforms such as Alibaba and LinkedIn
started to appear in the late 2000. These platforms leverage some specific
characteristics and positions themselves at different entry points of the
professional or business market. TEO benefits from first mover advantage to a
large extent. Below is a comparative analysis vs TEO platform.
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*

Linkedin: https://www.socialmediatoday.com/news/linkedin-reaches-575-million-members/529705/

Alibaba: https://cn.technode.com/post/2018-05-04/alibaba-q4-2018-financial-reports/
Wechat: https://news.mydrivers.com/1/577/577172.htm
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Industry pain points
The current business or professional networking market via digital and social media
platform is suffering very specific problems such as fraud, trust of payment, longer
payment process, data privacy and cross-border transaction fees, etc.
Integration
o No one single platform offering both
business solution and professional network
in the current market.

Fraud
o No authentication mechanism for profile
verification;
o Potential risk of connecting a fake profile

Trust
o Lack of trust between unfamiliar parties
(strangers) when do business online;
o Risk of digital wallet being hacked.
Cross-border transaction issues
o Not all platforms support cross-border
payment;
o Require banks for international transfers,
inefficient with high transaction cost and
long processing time
Data privacy
o User privacy data are transferred or
disclosed to third party.
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2

TEO Solution

2.1 TEO Platform
The TEO platform is a fully functional social network system equipped with Wallet,
Chat room, Search, Deal and Contacts, making job hunting, connection
enhancement and business a breeze.

Wallet
The TEO wallet is a new way to manage the transaction. You do not require to
download MyEtherWallet or Metamask to store their tokens, as TEO has
embedded the wallet to the platform.
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In the wallet, you can check token balance, recharge tokens, and even transfer
tokens between each other freely without paying gas or extra intermediate fee.
Chat room
Chat room is among TEO’s most valuable feature. You can communicate,
negotiate deals, and even transfer tokens through this instant message tool.
Once a Deal is agreed between the two parties (you and the solution seeker), the
fund will be kept via smart contract, or the TEO token, until the service is fully
completed. This prevents any risks.
All the messages including negotiation information and transaction details will be
encrypted in the token and uploaded to TEO’s DLT platform.
Search
You can seek for solution provider (other Experts) by simply entering job
requirement into our search bar, which TEO platform will filter out the top 5 best
matches to you.
Deal
A Deal marketplace is provided where you can see deals from other companies or
associations. Rather than just wait for the job opportunity passively, you can also
recommend yourselves to the solution seeker.
After making a Deal, seekers can rate the service from the solution provider and
earn tokens under Review Section. For solution provider, the more positive
feedback he/she gets, the higher chance he/she can get ranked based on TEO’s Al
searching algorithm.
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Any of the two parties (you and the solution seeker) in a Deal can request
arbitration to resolve potential conflicts between parties. Representatives from
Associations are chosen for their reputation, will oversee validating the request or
not. For these tasks, approvers will be paid in TEO, taken from the losing party.

2.2 User Scenarios
TEO Platform delivers a single, global and seamless solution integrating business
solution and professional network for Teochew community. Based on the cuttingedge digital technology of DLT and AI, this all-in-one intuitive and easy-to-use
platform, helps to put the right talent onto the right job, form partnership, explore
new revenue streams and pursue business development opportunities across
globe. At TEO, we're changing the way the community does business.
In below, we will illustrate functions provided for different user groups:
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For Professional – Experts
Scenario 1: Unlock global business opportunities by providing local expertise
Peter is an expert in business consultancy with over 20 years. He has been working
for a couple of famous advisory firms which provide franchise marketing consulting
service for company who want to expand in China and Southeast Asia (SEA).
Recently, he gets to know TEO from their Teochew community and want to
explore some new opportunities in TEO.
Peter registers on TEO, lists out his 20 years of consulting experiences in China
and SEA. He includes some important achievements including leading a team to
build a franchise model for a top USA garment giant who wanted to expand in
Guangdong and succeeding in helping the USA team generate a 20% growth in
revenue after establishing the franchise model in one year.
After one-week registration on TEO, Peter receives a batch of matching requests
from TEO. Some are USA entrepreneurs who look for local solution in establishing
a joint venture company to expand business China, some are from UK companies
who look for partners to establish consulting firm targeting SEA market.
In the TEO platform, Peter no longer needs to worry about whether the requests
are from fake profiles and disclosing his information to untrustworthy parties, as
the platform only accepts Teocheo members to register and share just-enough of
his information before he agrees to onboard.
Peter is impressed by TEO’s smart AI engine which matches his expertise with
seekers’ specific requirements. He is happy to expand business through this
trustworthy platform and expand his business network.
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Scenario 2: Explore Deal on marketplace and self-recommend
Tony is a digital marketing expert with 5 years’ experience helping several Hong
Kong and Singapore brands successfully launch and manage their WeChat
platforms and Chinese website in mainland China. While he enjoys the privileges
that TEO brings to him, Tony wants to take full advantage of the platform and
aggressively look for good deals.
Tony goes to TEO’s marketplace and explore business opportunities posted by
various companies. He saw one Germany company who wants to expand their
social media presence for its latest skincare products in China. Tony connects to
the Job poster and initiates conversation with the company through TEO’s Chat
room, an instant message allows users to communicate and make a deal.
After several rounds of negotiations with the solution seeker, Tony secures the
Deal and receives the offer from the seeker. He is going to utilize his expertise
helping the company to build brand awareness for the skincare product with his
network and resource in China.
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For Professional - Influencers
Scenario 1: Approve endorsement and earn TEO tokens
Ella is an experienced consultant working for a leading international consultancy
and a public speaker for many industry conference and forum. She meets Mary in
a conference panel session and found Mary is very talent in the digital marketing
consultancy.
Though Ella gets many endorsements requests every week, she doesn’t want to
approve it without knowing them. However, when she receives the request from
Mary, she is happy to send his support to the young new star in consultancy and
get rewards by TEO.
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For Business – Companies
Scenario 1: Establish company profile and pay token to get contact of local expert
Steve is the general manager of Menison Trading. He has created a company
profile for Mension Trading on TEO to get more attention from the community.
Seeing large demand from Asia market, he believes it is time to set up a
Singapore office. He goes to TEO and seeks for a local attorney with rich legal
experience and in-depth knowledge of Singapore commerce law to consult about
legal issue on how to establish the new office.
Steve fills in his requirement on TEO’s Explore bar, and soon the smart platform
provides 5 experts for his selection but the contact information are hidden. He
shows interest in one expert, and instantly pay by TEO token in order to reveal the
expert contact method whose name is Kevin.
Kevin receives the request from Steve and is also interested in his deal. But Kevin
wants to know whether the Steve and his company are scammers. Kevin checks
out Menison Trading’s profile on TEO and further searches its official website.
Having some idea about Menison’s product and service offerings, he is convinced
that Steve and Menison Trading are real. He continues his chat with Steve.
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Scenario 2: Make a cross-border deal and conduct transaction
Tony is a senior manager of GoodSmart Electronic Store located in London and is
looking for building up a promotion webpage for his China consumer. After
paying the TEO token, Tony connects to the recommended candidate, Jason.
Tony approaches Jason by using TEO’s chat room and further discuss with Jason
on this opportunity. After discussing the details and expected outcome, Tony
creates a deal and sends the offer to Jason through chat room. The deal promises
to pay Jason upon completion of the agreed tasks in the deal details. TEO will
store the deal and encrypt it to the DLT system. Cross-border deal has never been
that easy!
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For Business – Associations
Scenario 1: Solve mediation and raise credibility
Hong Kong Small Mobile Association (HKSMA) is an association built up by IoT
fanatics. The Association recently launches their presence in TEO platform. Being
an independent third party, HKSMA has been entitled the right to resolve dispute
for the platform users by TEO.
Dennis and Johnny are two active members in the HKSMA but have not met each
other before. One day, HKSMA receives a mediation request from Dennis saying
that Johnny is unwilling to paid him the deal. HKSMA sends one representative
George to help resolve the dispute between Denies and Johnny. After successful
handling the agreement, HKSMA earns certain amount of TEO token from the
transaction size as a reward. Due to HKSMA’s fair and just in the arbitration
procedures and practice, the association has earned great recognition and raise
credibility in the TEO community. Dennis and Johnny are also satisfied by the
neutral 3rd party mediation and agrees with the resolution.
Scenario 2: Provide review and raise exposure
As an Association, Hong Kong Small Mobile Association (HKSMA) can list job on
the TEO marketplace for its overseas members who do not have enough time to
create their TEO profiles but urgently looking for local business solutions. HKSMA
will help rate the experience on behalf of their members after the solution
provider delivered the service. However, as a recognized institute, HKSMA will
also need to evaluate the reviews from their members before rating the service.
On the other hand, experts who get reviews from Association like HKSMA will also
boost their ranking on TEO compared with rating by other users due to
Associations’ credibility and public impact. By doing this, HKSMA has earned more
tokens as rewards and increased exposure on TEO platform.
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3

TEO TOKEN: Usage and Rewards

TEO has been developed to fully integrate with the TEO token, and has laid out a
three-part plan to establish and grow TEO’s network value:
1) Establish the ecosystem and user adoption for the TEO platform.
2) Develop a system of rewards and benefits for professionals and business
partners.
3) Enable token spending at TEO platform.
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3.1 Rewards Mechanism
TEO Platform members – a combination of Experts, Influencer, Associations and
Companies – can earn TEO Token when they complete a specific action within our
Platform. Further information on the rewards mechanisms can be found as follow:
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3.2 Token Distribution Summary
Here’s how the token distribution stacks up:
•

Total supply will be 4.3 billion TEO Tokens, in which:
•

1.7 billion TEO Tokens (40%) will be reserved for TEO Platform

•

1.7 billion TEO Tokens (40%) will be for distributed to Participants,
including Early Supporters and Cornerstone Associations, by
abovementioned rewards mechanism

•

0.9 billion TEO Tokens (20%) will be reserved for Advisors
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3.3 Reasons to Participate TEO Platform
•

TEO Platform is the first of its kind community platform for Teochew
community with a combination of business solution and professional network.

•

It is a unique app that combines the power of blockchain technology with a
robust rewards model.

•

TEO Token will be the pioneer digital currency of the Teochow community. It
will power the ecosystem that runs on the robust blockchain network

•

As an individual, not only will you be rewarded with TEO Token for
completing various tasks, but you will also be able to more easily expand
your personal network.

•

The TEO platform is powered by the Ethereum blockchain network
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4

TEO PLATFORM TECHNOLOGIES AND FUNCTIONALITIES

4.1 AI-based Matching
TEO’s smart filtering and matching algorithm can analyze dozens of metrics and
companies’ stated goals and prioritize the top five best matches in a hassle-free
and cost-effective way. It was built by using TensorFlow, an open-source machine
learning computational framework for building machine learning models.
TensorFlow is the state-of-the-art technology from Google Brain Team2 and has
disrupted the ML world by bringing in numerous capabilities from scalability to
building production ready models, world-wide famous model AlphaGo Zero3.
Based on TensorFlow, the neural networks we developed to process information
about each expert to the member networks’ website are at the heart of TEO’s
talent matching algorithms. This neural network evaluates the expertise of users,
calculate the likelihood of targeted connection for all experts and choose the most
suitable candidates for solution seeker. Neural network is able to analysis based on
track-record of the previous actions and interactions of experts, and the statistical
data entries provided by expert profile. All these inputs improve the ability of
neural network to make better predictions. Thanks to this, TEO Platform offers the
one-stop solutions for all different parties.

3 https://www.wikipedia.org/wiki/AlphaGo_Zero
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4.2 API Integration
TEO Platform API is a REST API built for simplicity and easy implementation. In
computer programming, Application Programming Interface (API) is a set of
communication protocols that can be used as tools to build different software and
applications. APIs specify how the different algorithms in an application or software
should interact, and APIs are the building blocks of different components in TEO
Platform.
In TEO, the API will allow registered user to communicate through API, which
provides contextual information about the different demographics, specialties and
expert recommendation, and allow bidirectional communication with TEO Platform
including both posting and getting data. The data is enriched by the constant
feedback fed into the API by users’ activities. Our data is unique and valuable as
our engine can personally recommend experts that include community activities
and user endorsement feedback.
Application owners will pay for usage with TEO token, from which the TEO
Platform will receive a transaction fee. This will allow application owners to create
completely autonomous business and develop merchant marketplace integration
per their unique needs and requirement.
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4.3 TEO Token

Our user-driven ecosystem is underpinned by our native Ethereum-backed
(ERC-223) token – the TEO token. These are tokens given to anyone who makes a
valuable contribution to our community, that is economically fungible and perfectly
interchangeable with other TEO token. Say an expert has completed a deal with a
company in our AI platform, or create a profile, or regular login TEO Platform. TEO
Token will become their standard payment method.
Payment will be escrowed in a smart-contract in TEO tokens. By using blockchain
smart contract as escrow and not involving banks for international transfers, this
significantly enhance efficiency for the members. As every work contract will be
signed and bound digitally within a smart-contract, payment timing will be known
in advance by both parties and cannot be tampered with.
As TEO community grows, the greater TEO’s usage becomes. This means TEO
tokens will be in demand, so now is the perfect time to get involved in TEO
Platform.
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5

THE MILESTONES
5.1 Milestones
Apr 2018
Project Feasibility and cost analysis performed
Competitive research was gathered
TEO Foundation got connected with CryptoBLK
Sep 2018
Completed TEO Platform design and development
Prepared website for early supporter registration
Nov 2018
Introduced TEO Platform to 2018 International Teochew Youth Convention
Received blessing from Hong Kong Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce
Built the TEO Platform early supporter
community in WeChat
Mar 2019
Publish Whitepaper and official launch TEO
Platform website
Q3 2019
TEO Platform with Platform API Beta release

Nov 2018 – International Teochew Youth
Convention

Q4 2019
TEO Platform official release
Project refinements and global expansion includes:
Ø Marketplace and Community Development
Ø Credit Rating System
Ø Targets to onboard 100+ associations
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6

CONCLUSION
The TEO platform is built for the Teochew community with a combination of both
business solution and professional network functionalities in a secure environment
backed by the DLT and AI technology, with the future worldwide adoption and
benefit more than Teochew community. Throughout this whitepaper, we tried to
show the core value of TEO platform, potential benefits for different parties
including experts, associations and influencers that can be brought by utilizing the
platform, and how technology helps achieving the goal.
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